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Tetrahedral zinc-binding domains (“zinc fingers”) are important
structural elements in a wide variety of proteins, and more than
10 different classes of such Zn2+-binding motifs have been
identified and biochemically characterized.1,2 In these proteins
the side chains of histidine and cysteine are the characteristic
ligands for the Zn2+ ion, and for several of them specific
interactions with nucleic acids have been established.1,2 Proteins
of the CRP (cysteine- and glycine-rich protein) family (CRP1,
CRP2, CRP3) contain two domains (LIM domains), each
composed of two zinc-binding sites of the CCHC and CCCC types
(three cysteines and one histidine, and four cysteines, respec-
tively).3 They are implicated in diverse processes linked to
cellular differentiation and growth control.4 We have recently
determined the solution structure of the carboxy-terminal LIM
domain (LIM2) from recombinant quail CRP2 by heteronuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy.5,6 The solution structure of this
zinc-binding module of CRP2 gave evidence for the existence of
an H-bond and/or salt bridge between the side chain functionalities
of a glutamate (E155) and an arginine residue (R122) as a possible
link between the CCHC and CCCC structural units.5

We have synthesized7 the mutant protein CRP2(LIM2)E155G
in which the relevant glutamic acid E155 was substituted by
glycine, and report here on the comparison of the solution
structures of the wild type (wt) and the mutant LIM2 domains.8,12

In addition, this work allowed the full characterization by NMR
of theextended H-bonding networksin the coordination polyhe-
dron around the Zn2+ ions in the two zinc finger units of CRP2-
(LIM2) and thefirst experimental determination of the protonation
statesof the zinc-coordinating ligands in a natural zinc finger
protein in neutral aqueous solution, a problem of considerable
interest.13,14 Our data demonstrate thatindirect or outer-sphere

coordination is important in a zinc finger protein, in which the
Zn2+ centers are assigned to have a structural role.15 In catalyti-
cally active zinc centers,indirect metal coordination has been
recognized to be crucial for their catalytic activity and to modulate
the basicity or nucleophilicity of the coordinating ligands.15,16

The uniformly 15N-labeled point mutant CRP2(LIM2)E155G
(see Figure 1) was synthesized using oligonucleotide-directed
mutagenesis and expression in a growth medium supplemented
with [15N]ammonium chloride.7 The solution structure of CRP2-
(LIM2)E155G was determined by multidimensional NMR spec-
troscopy.8 The folding topologies (arrangement of secondary
structure elements, conformation, and the relative orientation of
the two zinc-binding sites) were identical in wt-CRP2(LIM2) and
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Figure 1. Amino acid sequence and zinc binding sites of wt-CRP2-
(LIM2) and of the mutant CRP2(LIM2)E155G and H-bonding networks
(solid arrow, H-donating backbone amide groups; dashed and dotted
arrows, H-donating side chain functionality).
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in the mutant.12 This indicates that the relative orientation of the
two zinc fingers in CRP2(LIM2) domains is mainly determined
by hydrophobic interactions in the core region. Accordingly,
H-bonding (and electrostatic) interaction between the two units,
as present by the presumed link between the side chain from
functionalization of glutamate E155 and arginine R122, is less
important. However, H-bonding does play a pivotal role in
defining the conformation17 of the “rubredoxin knuckles” (Rd
knuckles) in CCHC and CCCC zinc-binding sites.5,6 Within the
CCHC sites of both the wt-CRP2(LIM2) and the mutant CRP2-
(LIM2)E155G, characteristic H-bonding occurs between Sγ-
(Cys120) and HN(Arg122) as well as between Sγ(Cys123) and
HN(Asp125) (backbone amides) (see Figures 1 and 2A). Simi-
larly, in the CCCC unit, H-bonding exists between the backbone
amide groups HN(Lys149) to Sγ(Cys147) and HN(Lys152) to Sγ-
(Cys150) (see Figures 1 and 2B).

Complete H-bonding networks in the CCHC and CCCC zinc-
binding sites could be inferred from further inspection of the final
three-dimensional structures and amide attenuation factors (i.e.,
retardation of intermolecular exchange of amide protons with bulk
water). Strong NOEs between Hδ2(His141) and Hâ,γ(Glu131)
suggest H-bonding between HNε2(His141) of the CCHC unit and
the carboxyl group of Glu131 in both LIM2 proteins (see Figure
2A). This interaction was also found for chicken CRP1(LIM2)6

and the single LIM-domain protein CRIP,18 and it was suggested
to be important for defining the conformation of the CCHC
structural unit. The H-bond donor of the remaining thiolate of
this site at Cys144 was deduced from1H and15N chemical shifts
and NOE-derived distance constraints to be the side chain function
of Arg122. The HNε(Arg122) appeared at remarkably low fields,
at 8.60 ppm in wt-CRP2(LIM2) and at 8.36 ppm in the mutant
CRP2(LIM2)E155G. Two separate HNη(Arg122) resonances
(6.93 and 7.33 ppm) were observed in both proteins, indicating
the H-bonding pattern of the side chain guanidinium group of
Arg122 not to be changed significantly by the presence or absence
of a carboxyl group in residue 155 (E155 in wt-CRP2(LIM2),

G155 in the mutant). H-bonding of the protons HNε and HNη in
the guanidinium group of an Arg residue leads to a significant
downfield shift in the1H NMR spectrum.19 Backbone to side
chain NOEs were detected between HN(C123) and Hâ(R122) and
Hγ(R122), respectively, as well as NOEs between HN(C123) and
the primary guanidinium protons of HNη1,2(R122). However, no
NOE connectivities were found for HNε(R122) but an intraresidue
NOE with Hδ(R122). These results and the low attenuation factor
(0.3) suggest that HNε(R122) is exposed to the solvent and that
HNη(R122) forms a H-bond to the cysteine thiolate Sγ(C144).

Similarly, in the CCCC zinc-binding site assigned NOE
connectivities to theâ- and γ-protons of Lys152 suggest an
orientation which brings the protonated amino group of Lys152
in close proximity to the thiolate of Cys168 (severe signal overlap
in the aliphatic region of the NOESY map impeded determination
of the precise side chain conformation of Lys152). Likewise,
the NOE connectivities for Hγ(Lys174) indicate an extended
conformation of the side chain of Lys174. In this way, the
protonated amino group of Lys174 acts as a H-bond donor to the
cysteine thiolate of Cys171. In the NMR structure of the chicken
erythroid transcription factor GATA-1 complexed with its cognate
DNA site, an arginine guanidinium side chain might act as the
H-bond donor for this thiolate.20 As was described for the CCCC
unit in GATA-1,20 the tetrahedrally coordinated zinc ion serves
as a scaffold to orient the helix with respect to the preceding
antiparallelâ-sheet. Our structural data show the H-bond formed
between Lys174 and Cys171 to be a significant determinant of
the orientation of the C-terminal helix and to point also to a pos-
sible functional relevance of Lys174, which is conserved in all
avian and human family members of the CRP protein family.4,21

In sum, all the directly ligating residues of the two Zn finger
units of LIM2 are engaged as H-bonding partners in interactions
with other residues in the same Zn finger unit, extending the
structuring role of the Zn2+ ion via the directly bound ligands to
a second, outer coordination sphere22 (see Figure 2).

Our structural definition of the H-bond donors in the CCHC
and CCCC zinc-binding sites now provides a means to address
the question regarding the protonation state of thiol groups in
zinc ligating cysteine residues. As all zinc ligating cysteine sulfurs
act as H-bond acceptors for backbone amide and side chain
functional H donors, they are coordinated as thiolates, and thiol
protons are not retained at the metal center. Therefore, in the
CCCC unit four thiolates and in the CCHC motif three thiolates
are direct ligands of the Zn2+ ions. Electroneutrality23 is closely
preserved in these zinc-binding sites by H-bonding interactions
of some metal-coordinated thiolates with positively charged basic
amino acid residues.

The results presented here reveal the existence of an integral
proteinic outer-coordination sphere in zinc finger proteins, which
expands the structuring role of the metal centers via extended
H-bonding networks. In addition the questions14 concerning the
protonation state(s) of the zinc-coordinated cysteine ligands in
such a protein have found an exemplary, but unprecedented,
answer. Our conclusions concerning the latter problem are in
remarkable contrast to a recent mass spectrometric study, which
claimed evidence for “retention of thiol protons in two classes of
protein zinc ion coordination centers”,13 with CCHC and CCCC
units.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the inner and outer coordination
spheres and their associated H-bonding networks around the two zinc
centers in the CCHC (A) and the CCCC (B) subdomains of CRP2(LIM2).
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